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General Information

Category Entered: Best Interior Layout

House Type: The Beckley

Development: Hunters Chase, Paddock Wood, Kent

Development Telephone No: 01892 837100

Developer: Countryside Residential (South Thames) Ltd

Contact: Richard Rawson – Sales & Marketing Director

Regional Head Office: Hazeldean, Station Road, Leatherhead, Surrey.

Telephone – 01372 370130

Viewing Arrangements: Contact the Sales Consultants – Pat Barnard 

or Geraldine Ridge at Hunters Chase – 

01892 837100

Entry made by: The Promotional Edge, 232 High Street,

Guildford, Surrey – Telephone – 01483 537777
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Introduction

Renowned for their prowess in identifying naturally beautiful locations

Hunters Chase is one of the finest developments in the Countryside

Residential (South Thames) Ltd. portfolio. The development truly

reflects the company’s commitment to providing new homes in the

finest English Tradition.

All the homes benefit from the design and build skills, on which

Countryside has built its reputation. The properties offer a wealth of fine

features, exceptionally high specifications and a broad range of

stunning exterior elevations which are further enhanced by their

picturesque surroundings.

Paddock Wood is a pretty town that nestles in the heart of the Kent

countryside and yet is still conveniently located for the shops and the

excellent road and rail communications that are within easy reach.

In addition, some of Kent’s finest education establishments are within

easy reach offering education at all levels.
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Company Profile

Founded in 1958, Countryside Properties PLC is widely acknowledged

as one the nation’s leading residential and commercial property

developers. Countryside’s ever-growing record of success is based on

high standards of design and construction quality, together with

a genuine concern for the environment.

One of the most outstanding qualities of this company is its attention to

‘Customer Care’. Since they recognise that first impressions are very

often lasting impressions and therefore provide a team of highly trained

and skilled staff who can guide purchasers through the housebuying,

finance and legal maze.

The Countryside name has become a byword for excellence, a much

sought after name by homebuyers who seek a higher standard of living.
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The Beckley
Five bedroom house with double garage



Background

The Beckley has been specifically designed to suit the ever growing

demands for a family home that can also perhaps accommodate an

Au Pair or the need for a teenagers den – in other words privacy for

the rest of the family!

The Beckley does a superb job in combining gracious living and

entertaining accommodation, with the provision of a large drawing

room and a magnificent dining room, but also remembers the

practicalities of our everyday modern lifestyles and therefore provides

the occupants with a large kitchen/breakfast room and self contained

bedrooms on the second floor that offer privacy.
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The Beckley

‘The Beckley’ property at Hunters Chase, is the answer to many a

housebuyers dreams. A large five bedroom detached house that is in a

class all of its own. The property offers an abundance of living space,

arranged on three floors, and benefits from using the roof space to

provide two of the bedrooms that would be ideal as a teenagers den

or as an Au Pair suite.

The Beckley is an enticing property that exudes a certain elegance in all

of the rooms. The property provides a drawing room of magnificent

proportions, a spacious dining room, a study with a feature bay

window, a beautifully appointed fully fitted kitchen/breakfast room,

a laundry room, and as part of the standard specification a conservatory

adjoins the kitchen.
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The Beckley

As you meander the three floors of this property one of the features that

become most apparent is its exceptional layout. Access to all the

ground floor rooms is made easy by the hallway which serves as a

principal link, as well as fine feature of this superb house. In addition

the landings, on both the first and second floors are wide, light and

spacious and provide enough room for accessories such as occasional

tables and desks to be placed to add further character.

The first floor in The Beckley offers three double bedrooms each with

large built in wardrobes and plenty of floor space. The master bedroom,

also on this floor, benefits from the privacy of en-suite facilities as well

as a walk through dressing area, a further large family bathroom is also

located on this floor.

The second floor has been utilised to provide two large double

bedrooms, both with an excellent amount of floor to ceiling cupboard

space, that even the most die hard shop-a-holic would find hard to fill!

A shower room and landing complete this floor.
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Layout

This superb detached property offers a wealth of living space

throughout and provides ample storage space that is unobtrusive in the

design of the rooms and use of floor space. In total The Beckley offers

2109 -sq. ft. of prime living space which is arranged on three floors.

As you meander the ground floor accommodation it is apparent that

this house has an awful lot to offer. It is well designed and thoughtfully

planned to provide rooms of large proportions, that can cater for the

growing family as well as entertaining.

The ground floor offers a magnificent drawing room, a dining room,

a fully kitchen/family room, a laundry room, downstairs cloakroom

and a beautiful conservatory, that allows for a little ‘Al Fresco’ living.

On the first floor there is a superb master bedroom suite, with a walk-in

dressing area and also en-suite facilities, in addition there are two

further double bedrooms both of very good size, as well as a family

bathroom. The second floor provides two further bedrooms and

a shower room.
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Hidden Spaces!

The internal layout of this property is exceptional, both in terms of the

accommodation provided, storage space, and those extra nooks and

crannies that really do turn a property into a home.

There is plenty of cupboard and wardrobe space throughout the house,

in addition to a fully fitted kitchen that even the most ambitious cook

amongst us would find hard to fill to the brim!
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The Beckley Show Home at Hunters Chase A combination of brick and flint under a red tile roof makes this
property really stand out from the crowd.
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A beautiful entrance hallway with all the principal rooms leading
directly off this grand entrance.

Stunning splendor, and very stylish – the magnificent drawing
room in The Beckley.
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A room for elegant dining – a room of good proportions that also benefits
from a picture bay window.

A kitchen/breakfast room with ample storage and floor space –
a room that also benefits from the adjoining laundry room
and conservatory.
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Bringing the outdoors in – the conservatory leads off the kitchen
to provide another glorious, but informal, reception room.

The conservatory adds the finishing touches to an already
resplendent property.
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A comfortable and informal room that adds light to any home. Detached and in its own grounds The Beckley stands out as an
executive property that is well proportioned and exceptional in
its interior layout and external presentation.
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The master bedroom of grandiose proportions, that also has a separate
dressing area and en-suite bathroom.

One of the other double bedrooms in The Beckley that offers a
good amount of space and built in wardrobes.
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Hidden away on the second floor children enjoy the privacy and seclusion
offered by their own bedroom, far away from their parents!



Room Dimensions

The ground floor comprises the following;

Drawing room 17’2” x 13’0”

Dining room 13’6” x 10’6”

Kitchen/breakfast room 18’6” x 12’0”

Study 13’6” x 10’2”

Conservatory 18’0” x 8’8”

The first floor accommodation comprises the following

Master bedroom suite 16’11” x 12’6”

Bedroom 2 12’2” x 11’4”

Bedroom 3 11’0” x 10’4

Family bathroom

The second floor accommodation comprises the following

Bedroom 4 15’7” x 10’3”

Bedroom 5 15’7” x11’4”

Shower room
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First floor



internal Specification

Kitchens
• A choice of cabinet door finish*

• A choice of worktops*

• Pelmet Lighting

• Ceramic sink with mixer taps

• Integrated 11/2 oven, hob, extractor fan and fridge/freezer

• Dishwasher to 4 and 5 bedroom homes

Please ask our Sales Consultants for details of each specific plot.

• Plumbing for automatic washing machine

Bathrooms, En-Suites & Cloakrooms
• Bath, WC, pedestal or wall mounted basin all in a traditional

style in white, shower attachment to bath

• A choice of ceramic wall tiles to the bathroom and en-suite*

• Heated towel rail to bathroom

Electrical
• Power points and lights are provided throughout the home

• TV sockets and British Telecom points are provided throughout

the home. Please ask our Sales Consultants for details of each

specific plot.

• Low voltage downlights are provided to kitchens, bathrooms  and

en-suites

• Shaver point in bathrooms and en-suites

• A ventilator to all bathrooms, en-suites, internal cloak rooms

and shower rooms

• Smoke detectors fitted to ground floor hallway and first

floor landing

Fireplace
• ‘Adam’ style fireplace with a choice of surround*

• Gas point

Central Heating
• Approved central heating system to include:

• Gas fired boiler

• Slimline radiators

• Hot water tank with electric immersion heater

• 150mm fibreglass quilt insulation in the roof

Decoration
• Plain plastered ceilings

• Decorative covering to drawing room, hall and dining room

of 4 and 5 bedroom houses. Plain covering where

appropriate elsewhere

• Magnolia emulsion finish to all internal walls

Doors and Woodwork
• Panelled doors throughout the house with brass plated furniture

• Staircase with traditional handrail and baluster

• Internal woodwork is painted

*Subject to stage of construction
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External Specification

Elevations
• Attractive village style environment and a variety of

elevational treatments and finishes gives each new home

character and identity

Walls
• Insulated cavity walls of masonry construction on the outside

and thermal blockwork with plasterboard face on the inside

Doors and Joinery
• Front doors are vertically boarded cottage or Georgian style

with brass plated furniture

• Half glazed kitchen door and rear garage door

• French casement or patio doors provided to the lounge

• Up and over garage door

• External woodwork stained or painted as specified

• All windows are double glazed

Electrical
• A porch lantern is provided with an attractive glass shade

• Light and power facilities installed in the garage

Fencing
• Larchlap and/or close boarded stained timber fencing 1500mm

and/or 1800mm high

Gardens
• A variety of hard and soft landscaping details are specified

according to the location of each specific plot.

• Existing trees and shrubs are preserved where possible

• Rear gardens covered in top soil

• Patios are laid in finish paving stones and an external water

tap is provided

Drives
• Drives are finished in block paving or bitmac

NHBC 10 YEAR Warranty
Every countryside home carries the National House Building

Council warranty against structural defects for a ten year period

following the date of build completion. Each property is thoroughly

inspected before being handed over to its owner and advice is given

regarding the best way to look after your new home in the future.

Countryside Residential pursues a policy of continuous

improvement. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that this

information is correct, it is intended only as a guide and the

company reserves the right to alter the specification as necessary

and without prior notice.

This does not constitute or form any part of a contract of sale.



Location
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